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psychological well-being but may actually accentuate mental health problems. These findings may
reflect a connection between rigid religious living, strict spiritual beliefs, or both, and anxiety
disorders including obsessive compulsive disorder.
Although these studies investigate individual-level
outcomes, they are relevant for family functioning
and must be investigated further.

Conclusion
Both the sociology and psychology of religion
exhibited dogmatic and often profoundly negative
tendencies for much of the 20th century. Much of
the empirical work from the latter 20th century,
however, yielded salutary findings and correlations
in connection with family relationships. These studies, however, typically employed unsophisticated
(one- or two-item) measures. The first two decades
of the 21st century have seen significant improvements in sophistication, balance, and a trend
toward acknowledging both the challenges and
benefits of religion in the sphere of family life.
Trevan D. Hatch and Loren D. Marks
See also Religion and Health; Longitudinal Study;
Psychology of Religion; Quantitative Research;
Sexuality
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Fanfani, Amintore
Amintore Fanfani (1908–1999), a leading economist at the Catholic University of the Sacred
Heart, was a prominent Italian politician. Since
the immediate postwar and for over 30 years, he
had served as secretary of the Christian Democratic Party (‘Democrazia Cristiana’ [DC]), minister of labour and foreign affairs, prime minister,
and senate speaker. In the late 1970s, his political
influence started to decline, although he retained
his authority and major position. This entry
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describes Amintore’s education, career, political
activities, and his view of Catholicism, capitalism,
and corporatism as a way to recover from the
economic effects of the Great Depression or ‘Great
Slump’.
The Catholic perspective pertaining to F
 anfani’s
political action took shape during the Fascist
regime, of which he had been a staunch supporter, and was rooted in the neo-Thomistic and
integrist context of Father Agostino Gemelli’s
Catholic University as well as being inspired by
Pope Pius XI’s 1931 encyclical ‘Quadragesimo
Anno’ and its corporative view of the society. His
interpretation of the origins of capitalism was
intended to oppose Max Weber’s theory and had
an international reverberation; his extensive version of the concept of neo-voluntarism allowed
him to shift from endorsing the Fascist authoritarian state corporatism to implementing the
pluralist corporatism of Republican Italy: He was
therefore an important example of the continuity
of the Catholic ruling class across the Fascist and
Republican era.

Education and Career
Son of Joseph, solicitor in the Tuscan provincial
town of Sansepolcro, and Annarita Leo, of firm
Catholic faith, he moved to Arezzo to complete his
high school studies, during which he joined the
local Azione Cattolica (lay association founded in
1867 to promote Catholic activism in the society,
counterbalancing the Pope’s hostility to the new
secular Italian state). In 1926, he moved to Milan
to study economics and social sciences at the
Catholic University, where he formed his outlook
on economy, society, and politics, graduating in
1930.
His alma mater was a new institution, founded
in 1921 by Father Gemelli; supported by Cardinal
Achille Ratti, future Pope Pius XI; and inspired by
former main Catholic sociologist Giuseppe
Toniolo, Pope Leo XIII’s personal advisor. Its aim
was to forge a new Catholic ruling class, well
equipped for the challenges of modern times; its
scope was enhanced by the 1929 Lateran Pacts,
which, warranting the mutual recognition between
the Catholic Church and the Fascist regime,
allowed Catholic institutions alone to function
outside the regime’s own organisations.
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Its policy regarding the prerogatives of the state
in social and economic matters was outlined by
Pope Pius XI’s encyclical ‘Quadragesimo Anno’. It
claimed the traditional Catholic social doctrine to
have been the first to oppose liberal ‘atomistic’
individualism, in favour of a hierarchical, organised, and corporate conception of society that was
also adopted by fascist corporatism.
From this perspective, which was also Fanfani’s,
traditional integrism was combined with an envisaged interventionism of the state; provided that
the primacy of Catholic social doctrine be
acknowledged, corporatism could become the
common ground between Fascism and Catholics.
Well entrenched in this background, Fanfani
emerged soon as Father Gemelli’s trusted man, the
dynamic front-runner of his university’s new
school of economists.
Since 1933, he was appointed the general editor
of their prominent academic journal (Rivista
Internazionale di Scienze Sciali e Discipline
Ausiliarie, founded by Giuseppe Toniolo) and
climbed the steps of an early academic career. He
was a free lecturer in the history of economic doctrines in 1933, and three years later, he became full
professor, having already published (or about to
publish) his seminal works: Le origini dello spirito
capitalistico in Italia, Milan 1933; Cattolicesimo e
protestantesimo nella formazione storica del capitalismo, Milan 1934; and the influential textbook
Il significato del corporativismo, Como 1937.

Political Activity
During the 1930s, Fanfani was a member of the
Fascist party and endorsed its politics such as
aggression against Ethiopia, eugenics, alliance
with Nazi Germany, and intervention in war at its
side. During wartime, he gradually began to distance himself from the Fascist regime. In 1941, he
participated in private meetings (with Giuseppe
Dossetti, Emanuele Lazzati, Giorgio La Pira) that
were to originate the new anti-fascist Christian
Democratic Party (DC), to which he initially did
not adhere.
After a 2-year exile in Switzerland to escape the
German occupation of northern Italy, where he
studied the thought of personalist philosopher
Jacques Maritain, he joined the DC party, placing
himself in Dossetti’s ‘left’ wing. Soon, he was
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included in the party’s central management. On
June 2, 1946, he was elected deputy to the Constituent Assembly in charge of writing the new
republican constitution, where he played a pivotal
role.
From 1947 to 1950, he was minister of labour,
implementing a vast plan of public social housing;
in successive ministerial reshufflings, he was
minister of agriculture and of the interior. He was
also the DC’s national secretary from 1954 to
1959, with a programme of organisational modernisation, antagonistic competition with the
Communist Party, and increased public spending
to foster economic and industrial development on
a corporatist basis.
In the 1960s, at the height of the Italian ‘economic miracle’, he was a member in various positions (prime minister, foreign minister) of the
centre-left governments that tried to govern the
impetuous Italian modernisation, ultimately without achieving full success. His foreign policy was
‘neo-Atlanticism’: While maintaining the alliance
with the United States and the integration in
Europe, he opened to the countries of new independence, particularly in the Mediterranean area.
After the hard phase of protest and social
conflict of the early 1970s, Fanfani, who had

become the senate speaker, took conservative, and
unsuccessful, positions, epitomised by his commitment in the referendum for the repeal of the law on
divorce in 1974: Its rejection by a large majority of
Italians revealed their detachment from the traditional Catholic morals. From the 1980s onwards,
even though he remained a very influential m
 ember
of the party, he no longer dictated the political
agenda but instead practiced successfully as a
painter. After the dissolution of the DC in 1994, he
ended his political activity as a life senator.

Capitalism,
Catholicism, and Corporatism
Fanfani’s research efforts have been driven by the
major issues of the time, particularly the 1929
Great Depression. His aim was to restore the economic fabric of Western societies affected by
impoverishment and unemployment due to the
crisis of capitalism. Christian (and fascist) corporatism was instrumental to that end and had been
advocated by Fanfani during the interwar years,

acknowledging the economic intervention of the
state with an emphasis on the preservation of
social hierarchies. Theoretically, his corporatism
was based on the rejection of the hedonist,
Smithian principle of the ‘homo economicus’ and
of the spontaneous tendency of the market to balance the economic factors.
This view was considered naturalistic, its main
flaw being its detachment from ethics, and therefore potentially destructive. Instead, the well-being
of the society (initially understood as a national
hierarchical order) was paramount, and all the
economic subjects, including the state, were bound
to pursue it. Fanfani maintained the political
nature of economic forces, the primacy of ethics
over politics, and the Christian perspective on
which to direct action. This was a modernised version of the integrist social doctrine derived from
Pope Leo XIII, which aimed to return Western
societies entirely to Christian values (‘Instaurare
omnia in Christo’, to establish everything in
Christ).
Capitalism, therefore, was considered not as a
mere economic system but as an overall social
system. The criticism of Max Weber followed integrist lines mentioned earlier: At the roots of the
individualist and hedonistic error was the rupture
of Christian unity due to the Lutheran Reform,
from which descend rationalism, enlightenment,
and liberalism. They had also affected Catholic
countries, with the inception of the secular state,
which deprived the Church of the direction of
society. Building the (fascist but, above all,
Catholic) corporative state was an unmissable

opportunity for placing a set of intermediate bodies between society and the state, to steer both the
institutional and social systems towards Christian
purposes.
The denial of the spontaneous action of economic factors and the need to address the direction of society and economy to a common (and
Christian) goal were at the bottom of Fanfani’s
Catholic corporatism. The concept was also the
basis for his subsequent endorsement to
neo-

voluntarist theories such as Thornstein
Veblen’s, which were intended to shape the social
and economic order according to social ends.
The same assumption also entailed the
acceptance, which was a novelty for Italian Catholics, of the intervention of the state in the

Feminism

economy, provided that its action be conditioned
by politics, in turn, obedient to the dictates of
Christian ethics. It also informed his political
action in the first 30 years of Republican Italy as
well as providing the justification for the protracted occupation of the state institution by the
Christian Democratic Party.
Laura Cerasi
See also Catholicism; Integrism; Modernization and
Modernity; The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of
Capitalism, by Max Weber
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Feminism
The relation between feminism and religion is a
complex one. In many cultures, religious institutions have been a key force in regulating women’s
sexuality and the restriction of women’s autonomy. Some have argued that the control of women
has been integral to patriarchal, monotheistic
religions. Although monotheism posits a particular logic with a patriarchal God justifying the
power of men over women and children, oppression of women is not limited to monotheism.
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This essay explores (a) examples of religion
providing a resource for women seeking autonomy or venues for exercising leadership not generally possible for women in their societies, (b) the
uneasy relationship between feminism and religion in the 19th-century U.S. women’s movement,
and (c) women’s struggles for ordination. It then
examines the current movement away from essentialist definitions of women and binary understandings of gender and toward an intersectional
analysis. The essay ends with a brief discussion of
the projects of the Circle of Concerned African
Women Theologians and the questions about
agency raised within feminism by Muslim women
who choose to wear the veil.

Religion as a Resource for
Contesting Gender Oppression
In many religions today, adherents debate
whether patriarchal norms embedded in the laws
and practices of religions are remnants of the
cultures in which the religions originated and
can be put aside or essential to their theology
and religious practice. Feminists have challenged
sexism in religious traditions, but they have also
found personal and cultural resources within
religion to advance their struggles for rights for
women.
Religions have offered sites where women have
been able to contest gender-based oppression
using the religion’s own arguments about morality
to push for fairer treatment of women. In religions
that posit sacred beings who speak directly to
humans, women have sometimes claimed that
their demands for women’s autonomy were based
in messages from the divine.
We see instances of women who argued that
their pursuit of holiness was impeded by religious
expectations that validated the claims of husbands
to sexual services and confined women to caring
for their families. Yet these women framed their
claims in terms of their own special callings, and
they did not necessarily advocate for women as a
group. Anchorites, such as Julian of Norwich
(1342–1416), renounced female domesticity to
live an ascetic life of prayer and contemplation.
These individuals withdrew from the world to live
in a small cell attached to a church (anchored in
place).

